
Please accept this email and the attached data protection release form as Lion Television Scotland's 
contribution to the consultation on the BBC's plans to launch a new television channel for Scotland 
in the autumn of 2018. 
 
Lion Television Scotland has produced hundreds of hours of content for all Broadcasters from our 
Glasgow base since the company launched in 1999. 
 
We produce BBC One flagship Daytime series Homes under the Hammer, employing a production 
team of more than 20 in our Glasgow office.  In addition to that we are making the seventh series of 
the  award winning Officially  Amazing for CBBC and an arts documentary about the theft of two Van 
Gogh paintings for BBC Four. Other recent commissions include  Daytime show Hoarder SOS  for 
Channel 4, World of Weird  also for Channel 4 and Time Commanders with Gregg Wallace for BBC 
Four. 
 
Any investment in Scotland's television  industry is welcome and 30 million pounds for a new 
channel - 18 million in new money and 12 million from BBC Scotland from programmes currently on 
BBC Two - is a positive first step. And we note and appreciate this is the BBC's single largest 
investment in Scotland for twenty years - there is lots to be excited about. 
 
But to give the BBC and independent producers  a fighting chance to deliver a quality service that 
audiences will want to  watch  that investment will have to increase over time.  100 million pounds is 
a  figure that has been regularly quoted  to launch a new service. 

The BBC said one of its aims in launching the new service was to improve the ratio between Licence 
Fee raised in Scotland and BBC spend in Scotland across all services. Last year this figure was 55%  -
well below the comparative figures for Wales and Northern Ireland. And even with the 
additional  money announced this year the figure of Licence Fee money spent in  Scotland will  still 
be  significantly less than in the other 'Nations'. 
 
In the latest BBC Accounts published in July we note the % spend of Licence Free was as follows 
*The average Licence Fee spend % across the three Nations is 89.48% 
*The average Licence Fee spend % by the BBC across Wales and Northern Ireland is 98.00% 
*In Scotland it is 72.42%. 
*If the BBC in Scotland was to spend 89.48% of the Licence Fee revenue it raises in Scotland (in line 
with the average BBC spend across the three Nations) an additional £54.86m would be contributed 
to Scotland's creative economy. 
*If the BBC in Scotland was to spend 98.00% of the Licence Fee revenue it raises in Scotland (in line 
with the average spent by the BBC across Wales and Northern Ireland) an additional £82.26m would 
be contributed to Scotland's creative economy. 
 
Even a proportion of that £82 million pounds would significantly increase the new channel's chances 
of success and survival if it is to compete with other broadcasters. 
 
As producers of Castaway it would be exciting to imagine the new channel being able to produce 
some projects capable of real scale and ambition. 
 
In addition to the budgetary challenges facing the Head of multi-platform commissioning and 
producers another has to that of channel identify and content.  Tony Hall has called upon the BBC to 
be more 'creative and distinctive.' He has said he knows viewers in Scotland want TV that 'better 
reflect their lives and better reflect modern Scotland.' 
 
But what does that mean? It is a question producers won't have long to answer. Lion Television 



Scotland's understanding is Ofcom could deliver its findings as late as March 2018 and only then will 
the Head of multi-platform commissioning be able to publish his vision for the channel to be 
launched autumn 2018.  We think it is going to take a lot of alchemy to get the perfect blend of 
delivering programming distinct to Scotland with the desire for popular mainstream programing like 
Strictly, EastEnders and Bake Off before its departure. 
 
Finally it's our understanding the channel will appear in the EPG in SD and only in HD on iplayer. That 
is a shame and in 2018 not what is expected. That has to be a disadvantage in attracting 
viewers.  Scotland is a beautiful country and its audiences deserve to see it in HD on their television 
sets. 
In conclusion despite our reservations on budget and the challenges of channel identity Lion 
Television Scotland welcomes news of a new BBC Scotland channel as an exciting opportunity. 
Scotland is full of talented producers delivering high class television and any opportunity to give this 
talent another platform is exciting. 
 

Lisa Hazlehurst 
Head of Lion Television Scotland 
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This email (and any attachments) is intended solely for the individual(s) to whom 
addressed. It may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. Any 
statement or opinions therein are not necessarily those of Lion Television or any of 
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